The table of contents is shown below:
1. No progress without basic science 2. The way we were: make science in the last century 3. Publish or perish 4. Judges and defendants 5. Unit of measurement 6. Are we too many? 7. Famous frauds 8. Do we still believe in science?
The book concludes with the chapter Do we still believe in science? The answer should be a straightforward, you bet we do; the alternative is what? I think it better to conclude that science delivers. The author does say as much in short caveat style, here and there, to his main, downbeat, thesis 'the overproduction of truth'. One of the author's caveats is on p. 54: 'Today, thanks to powerful search engines, almost nothing escapes a careful and meticulous search.' To which I would add that internet tools such as Google Scholar track on a daily basis the citations to one's own publications. Twitter, which he also does not like, I find a highly useful tool for keeping up with my work interests. I assert then that keeping up is easier than in yesteryear. Another of his caveats is on p. 144: 'the world of science is and remains an essentially objective, sound system'.
Overall, there is much to commend in this book and I kept myself much more at ease with the Italian title of Science, where is it going? in my mind. The book is well written, lucid and interesting. Also, it is true that there are problems that the modern day researcher faces of judging if a conference enquiry or a journal's request to submit to them is fake, but these predatory entities are, most of the time, easily spotted and go straight into one's e-mail delete bin. And, the book is 'highly recommended' by Joel Bernstein, who sadly passed away recently and who many crystallographers know.
OUP have made a nice book jacket and yellow cloth cover. But there is no subject index, and with such a short contents listing this omission is a major oversight of the publisher. There are 92 end notes as factual citations to support the narrative, which is a good feature. I also like the evidencebased data plots in Figs. 2 (p. 46), 5 (p. 105) and 6 (p. 107), which again underpin the author's description of the expansion of science.
In conclusion, I believe that this expansion in the production of science and the steadily improving rigour of its procedures (resting wherever possible on open scientific data, including to referees) is a Public Good not a Public Bad.
